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Can the Raised volume passive

expiration loop be used to estimate 
pulmonary functions in infants?

Infant pulmonary function testing:



Pulmonary function testing

• Spirometry is an essential tool for the evaluation of expiratory air flow.

• This test is highly reproducible  (although not very sensitive) 

• Normally, forced expiration cause flow limitation that is not effort 

dependent.



Introduction:
Physiology

Ventilation

Passive 
expiration



Expiratory flow limitation 

1. The equal  pressure point model

Flow limiting 
segment
(“choke point”)

• Volume dependent

• Collapsibility (wall 
compliance)

• Airway diameter



Expiratory flow limitation 

1. The equal  pressure point model

2.  Bernoulli effect  theory
3. Wave Speed theory

4. Combination



Pulmonary function testing in infants

Regular  spirometry cannot be applied in infants due 
to the lack of cooperation



Forced-expiratory flows measurements
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Infant pulmonary function testing 

Rapid thoraco-abdominal compression techniques (RTC)

Adult type infant pulmonary function testing



Forced-expiratory flows measurements
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Raised volume - Rapid thoraco-abdominal compression techniques 

(RV-RTC)



Raised volume - Rapid thoraco-abdominal compression 
techniques (RV-RTC)

 Complicated 

 Requires sedation

 Unique equipment 

 Lack of standardization 

 Equipment

 Normal values

 High variability

 High failure rate

Limitations: 



Raised volume- Passive expiratory flow 
evaluation in infants

• During the RV-RTC passive exhalation from total lung 

capacity are done in order to induce short apnea 

• Our experience shows that these passive curves are 

repeatable with a high success rate of recording 

• That’s why comparison between RV-RTC curves and the 

passive exhalation curves shall be discussed
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Our Aim

 Comparing the measurements from the Raised volume Passive 
expiration loop to those from the Raised volume Forced expiration 
loops. 

 Investigating the variability within each test and the success rates of 
each method 

(how many repetitions needed to achieve a comprehensive loop)



Raised-Volume 

Forced vs Passive

expiration techniques



Methods
 Retrospective  study

 Inclusion criteria:

 Infants 0-24 month suspected to have obstructive lung disease, that underwent iPFT at 

Hadassah between 2011-2015

 Exclusion criteria: 

 Preterm infants born 35 weeks or younger

 Infants who have or suspected to have: obstruction of large airways, chronic lung disease, 

genetic abnormalities, congenital heart disease or immunodeficiency.

 Infants that failed to complete the test or did not have at least one acceptable Raised 

volume- Forced expiration flow volume loop

 The research design was approved by the institute’s ethics committee



Methods  - cont.

 iPFT including the RV-RTC technique were preformed according to the 

international protocols

 Infants where sedated with trichlofos-sodiume

 Lung inflation the 30cmH2O was achieved using manual occlusion

 Raised Volume Passive expiration loop data was recorded

 Lung inflation followed by rapid abdominothoracic compression by an inflated 

vest was preformed 

 Raised volume Forced expiration loop data was recorded

 Statistical analysis was performed



Results



Complaints

Demographics



Failure rates

 RV-Forcedמדד

expiration

RV-Passive 

expiration

P-Value

> 35%8.4%0.001P*אחוז כישלון מוחלט

אחוז עקומות תקינות  

מכלל העקומות  

**שהוקלטו

39%70%0.001p<

Results



Results
Correlations

FVC vs  IC
Forced vs Passive 

peak flows



Forced versus 
passive  EVt

Forced versus 
passive  EFV

Results Correlations



Results
Correlations

pearson correlationRV forced curveRV- passive curveParametrs

(r)

Volumes

0.888FVCIC

Volumes per time

0.816FEV0.5 secPEV0.5 sec

0.844FEV0.75 secPEV0.75 sec

0.854FEV1 secPEV1 sec

Flows

0.848Forced-PFPassive-PF

0.645FEF50%PEF50% 

0.714FEF75%PEF75%

0.65FEF85%PEF85%

Relations

0.646FEV0.5/FVCPEV0.5/IC



Results

Correlations according to obstruction 

VmaxFRC
>80%

VmaxFRC
<80%



Summary

 We have shown that the RV passive expiration curves are in 

excellent correlation with the RV forced expiration curves.

 There is no difference between the non obstructed to the obstructed 

infant

 The passive curves

 Are  easier to perform 

 Less equipment is required 

 Higher success rates



Weaknesses

 Retrospective study, Only 107 precipitants

 No reference values exist for the passive maneuver  

 Physiologic explanation

• We have previously shown that tidal breathing parameters can  
distinguish between the significantly obstructed infant to the others. 

Hevroni et al JOA 2016


